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the frequency of the letters G.M.T., indicating that all three types
of secondary education are to be combined in single institutions
conveniently situated. This is one example of a kind of organiza-
tion which may very well be tried experimentally, elsewhere.
The utmost measure of combination of types is that which is
known as the multilateral or comprehensive school, which like
the American high school, would provide in one institution in a
given area all the secondary education of all three types. Strong
arguments are being pressed for and against this radical experi-
ment, but there seems little doubt that it is destined to be tried
in some thickly populated areas.
Social      The above remarks lead naturally to a frank
distinctions   recognition of the contrast which exists between
the older civilization of England and the younger
one of America. The classification of schools described in the
preceding paragraphs is based upon the assumption that "all
children of all the people" attend the schools provided or
maintained by the state. This is approximately, but not com-
pletely, true of America. But what first strikes an American
student of English education is that the most famous schools
are not for the children of "the people." On further inquiry
he finds that the English parent of the upper and upper-middle
classes, including the professional classes, does not send his
children to the state schools; and that many middle-class
parents of quite modest means not only pay (more or less
cheerfully) rates and taxes for the education of other people's
children, but also pay what amounts to a voluntary tax, in the
form of considerable school fees, for the education of their own.
He finds, in fact, that, side by side with the publicly maintained
schools for "the masses", which since 1944 have all been free,
there is a complete system of schools for "the classes." A boy
born into a well-to-do household may first be sent to a more or
less expensive kindergarten in a girls* private school or high
school. He may continue in the same until he is ready, perhaps

